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Psychology lab awaits renovation funds
By Deborah G. Coadan
Daily staff writer
A project intended to centralire housini ’
citifies for animals used in experiments at Skil
still on hold because funding for the project has
been delayed.
"A proposal to renovate the animal care facility was submitted in 1985, but money for the
project was used to upgrade a damaged steam
valse at the uniscrsity.- said Sheila Chaffin.
CM! assistant vice chancellor.
The proposal wasn’t resubmitted in 1986 and
now SJSI. must wait for the inoney, which is
from a general obligation bond approved by California voters in November. The bond money is
used to construct educational facilities throughout
the state of California. she said.
There is no indication at this time when the
money will he available. It could be as early as
May or it could take longer. Chat tin said.
The intent of any project is to design the
plans and sign the construction contract within a
year. said Peggy Asuncion. SJSU facilities planning manager.

Free jazz
steps up
to Music
Building

Designs tor the mine, t has cit.( been drawn
yet because the funds were supposed to cover that
cost also, she said.
Depending tin when the money arrives. there
could he another delay
Funding usualls arrives after the semester
begins. hut its hard to start work on a project
when classes ail: iii scssnin. Asuncion said.
the project is a loon effort between animal
care facility %Vol LIs and members of a university
committee which osersces the humane use and
care of animals.
We on the Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee were disappointed in the delay of
the funds." said Robert Eox, chairman of the
committee and a professor in the Psychology Department.
Itemisation of the animal care facility would
add about 2010 square feet to the facility. Its current sue is .1.000 square feet.
Die plans to renovilie the animal care facility
so it is Lens:duct( in one building will make
transporting the animals to classes :old hack to the
Jesse %tallow/. anon,1
ta-

cility manager.
tems should also be easier because 01 this, he
the animal care facility now has animals in said.
about six rooms in Duncan Hall.
’Most facilities which are built need to be
The purpose of the rent’s ation is to improxe remodeled for animal (use),’ Kix said.
existing standards at the facility so they are in betHe said he feels "there is a gap in the curricter compliance with federal guidelines. The hard ulum.. without the animal care facility.
part is maintaining the facility. Fox said.
’The university simply can’t afford to run a
he federal guidelines are pretty direct full animal facility, but there
are curriculum reabout the kinds of facilities needed. The physical quirements which need to
be supported." Fox
plant. where the animals are housed. needs to be said.
in the best possible shape.’’ he said.
Schools in the California State Unixersity
Specific requirements are needed for rooms
where animal colonies arc housed. An animal col- system don’t receive funds trims the state for reony is a section for animals used only as breeders search laboratories: instead they are recognued as
teaching laboratories, he said.
and their offspring, usually called pups.
Iwo classes in the l’sschtilogy Department
Ventilation systems need to he separate for
colonies because different temperatures are nec- might use experimentation as supplementary
essary depending on the type of animal. The same work because of the sublect Jox said
system shoudn1 he used throughout the rest of the
Psychology I la lot uses on research methods
building. Fox said.
for experimental and observational investigations.
Maintaining the facility on the seventh floor As listed in the course description, this is usually
of Duncan Hall will make renovation easier be- done by laboratory work or field studies.
cause part of the floor is open-air. Redesigning
Psychology 120 is based on problems in exthe rooms with separate ventilation or waste sys- periments which investigate behavior

But some psychology students who intend on
earning doctorates in research help instructors
who have projects funded by grants, he said.
-1 ’hey learn about research and how to write
(proposals) about research, This prepares them
for graduate school," Hicks said.
Because experiments and instructors’ research may require the use oh animals, the department has its own animal laboratory committee to
monitor care of the subjects used in the experiments.
The department committee supervises lithorators safety not only for the animals. but
See ANIMAL IAR, hack pagc

Gold yolk gives bucks for break

The series of five Wednesday concerts, sponsored by the Music Department, will kick off with a bit of pirazr in
a performance by the Modern Jan F.nsemble.
The five-part program will range
from the high-energy. complex arrangements of East Coast jarr to the more subdued arrangements of West Coast jar?.
said Daniel Sabanovich, assistant director of the jar, studies program.
The other four concerts will be presented by the String F.nsemble, Brass
F.nsemble. Woodwind Ensemble and
Jan Combos.
’"I’his is inn first year for ’Concert
on the Steps.’ " said Karen Barbour,
music department clerical assistant.
"Hopefully, it will he the first ttf
many."
The series will give music students
an opportunity to perform and showcase
their talent, while giving the campus and
surrounding community a free noon concert. The warmer spring weather and
lunch hour will attract as many people as
possible. she said.
Tomorrow’s diverse jell program
exemplifies the stylistic versatility of the
Modern Jan Frisemble. said Sabanovich.
The ensemble will play pieces by
modem jar? composers including Gerald
Wilson, Frank Foster and ’Iliad Jones.
While Foster follows neatly in the footsteps of the classic Big Band composers
Count Hassle and Duke Ellington, Wilson takes a contemporary approach to the
Big Band idiom with salsa rhythms and
improvisation. Improvisation is normally
limited to smaller bands, Sabanovich
said.

Edward Ledesma Daily staff

photographer

the outer music listening room in the Student Union is sometimes referred to as the "cat room" because
tithe multiple levels covered with carpel. This cat, photography graduate student Davis Wells, enjoys
the room while limbering up. "It’s a great place to stretch out before my ballet class," Wells said.

Panel to discuss future
of MTV programming
By Deborah Kaplan
Daily staff writer
Madonna got her MTV So did
Hucy Lewis, John Cougar Mellencamp
and Sting.
Now SJSU is getting its own dose
of Music Television front Sam Kaiser.
MTV’s vice president of programming,
who is scheduled to speak on campus
today at 2:30 p.m. in the Studio Theater
in Hugh Gillis Hall.
Kaiser, who is also the vice president of talent/artist relations at MTV,
was invited to take part in a forum designed to address the present issues and
the future of music videos.
The event is sponsored by the
Radio-Television -Film program in the

"I he Psychology Department has no general
animal laboratory functioning. No students are required tti use animals in research." said Robert
Hicks, a professor in the department

A.S. egg hunt
has students
seeing green

Within reach

By Annie M. Bell
Daily staff writer
"Concert on the Steps." a free
weekly noon concert series showcasing
SJSU music talent is scheduled to begin
tomorrow in front of the Music Building
on Seventh Street.

Jones’ complex musical arrangements include solos.
"Band members really get to
stretch out on solos.- Sabanovich said.
Although the I6-member Modern
See MUSIC. back page

Three moms iii the basement iii the Science
Building have been allotted for the Psychology
Department. which occasionally uses animals for
instructors’ research.

Theatre Arts departments,
Music Television’s programming
power over the muss side,. Industry will
he the main topic for discussion.
"MTV is so big. They can pick and
choose the videos they want to play."
said Roger Wallis. a British Broadcasting Company, employee whose position
was created to bring seminars to SJSII.
Gill Industries, a local cable distributing company in the Silicon Valley, put
up the money for this position. Wallis
said.
’Around 1980, (MTV) had such a
monopoly on the ITIUSit: video market.
Now, there arc four or five video channels that have become MTV’s main
See VIOFOS, back page

Musician
looks for
appreciation
By Annie M. Belt
Daily staff writer
The low audience turnout for
the free lunch-time concert last
week by one of Europe’s most renowned accordionists. Vick ko
Ahvenainen, reflected the low status of the accordion
Accordions arc not high in
the American hierarchy of instruments. Mocked as a "sty instrument.’’ accordion is not usually
taught in American high schools.
universities or conservatories.
See ACCORIMAN. hack page

By Judith taught
Daily stall writer
A lucky SJSU student is going to
have 52(5) to spend during spring break
when he or she finds the golden egg in
the campus egg hunt.
Associated Students Leisure Services is sponsoring a Golden Egg Hunt
with a top prire of $200 donated by Spartan Shops Inc.
Beginning Wednesday. clues on
where the golden egg is hidden will be
distributed daily in front of the Student
Union from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m. and in
the Student Activities Office located next
to the Spartan Pub,
The Golden Egg will be hidden
somewhere on the SJSU campus in a visible spot. said Ana Araujo, ctmrdinator
of the egg hunt. It will be located outside
and no one will have to move anything or
nor
do anything dangerous to get it
will it be buried.
The official winner will be the person who finds the egg and either calls the
phone number inside the egg or comes itt
the A. S. leisure Services Office with the
egg within 24 hours of the discovery.
A committee of six people decided
where to hide the egg and wrote the clues
to find it.
It won’t he easy to locate the egg.
Araujo said.
"You’re going to have to study the
clues." she said. "Someone’s going to
have do some work to find the golden
egg."
The contest is open only to SJSU
faculty and staff are not elistudents
gible. The winner will need to present a
current campus identification card.
"It’s an event for all our students to
celebrate spring break and generate some
fun and enthusiasm," Araujo said.
"It is also to get students involved
with leisure services other than those
(students) we see at the open gym or intramural (programs)," she said.
In addition to the golden egg. more
than 50 silver prire eggs will be hidden
throughout the campus during the event.
Each silver egg will contain a slip of
paper stating the prire the finder has

’You’re going to have to
study the clues.
Someone’s going to have
do some work to find the
golden egg.’
Ana Araujo
egg hunt coordinator

won. Prins in the silver eggs include
Togo’s sandwiches, last laugh Comedy
Club tickets, certificates for two pounds
of Sec’s candy, six-packs of New York
Seltrer Water and other items The eggs
may be redeemed for priles at the Leisure Services office dads from a m to
5 p xi
There are no clues for the silver
eggs so it’s a "free-for-all" search for
them, Araujo said. Some students may
just accidently find them, she said
Each student can claim only one silver egg mire All the names ot the silver
egg winners will be put into an Aprd 10
drawing for two Silver Egg Beach Baskets, one containing a little ice cooler
and bottles ot New York Seltrer Water
and the other basket will include a small
personal radio, Araujo said.
lithe clues are too difficult and no
one finds the golden egg by 3 p.m. on
April 1(1, then a name will be drawn
from the silver egg winners to be
awarded the 52(5). Araujo said.
She said that she would like to see it
become an annual event.
"Hopefully if this goes over successfully. then we can keep it going,"
she said.
The official kick-off of the hunt will
begin on Wednesday at 111 am in front
of the Student Union, Peter Rabbit will
be distributing the first golden egg clue
and giving away pores.

Poets read at SJ conference
Prize winners speak,
read from their works

and their kids, the kids laugh because it’s true, and the parents
have tears in their eyes because it’s true,’ Kirer said
Ursula K. Le Guin, who has won the Hugo and Nebula
awards for outstanding science fiction work, explained that science fiction is the relationship between human and non-human
By Deborah J. Kaplan
entities.
Daily staff writer
"Fiction is the human being in relation to another human
The San Jose Poetry Center was home to four of Amen- being or human situation," Ix Gain said. "Science fiction is
ca’s most prire-winning poets this weekend.
when you take the human out of the human situation and throw
Candyn Kirer, Ursula K. Le Gain. Alberto Rios and Al him in a world where he can’t relate to anything."
Young took part in a literary conference sponsored by the San
Alberto Rios, a creative writing professor at Ari7ona State
Jose Poetry Center l’he main office is located at SJSU in University, has won the Walt Whitman award and the Western
Wahlquist library Central
States award for his novel "The Iguana Killers."
The pitetry center is the largest organiration in California
Rios, a native of Nogales. Texas, a small town on the borthat presents writers reading their work .
der of Texas and Mexico, read a number of poems that centered
Kim, whose book "Yin" won the Pulitrer prire for po- around his girlfriend during the second grade.
etry in 1985, read from her books "Mermaids in the Base"Her name was Maria, but I called her Marikita," Rios
ment" and her latest hook of poetry. "The Nearness of You
said "She seems to he in every poem. somehow."
Kirer read "Children" from "Yin." It describes the
Rios said he started writing poems in the sixth grade by
relationship between parents and their children today
scribbling words on the back of his notebooks.
"Whenexei I lead dn, milan audience made up oh parents
See POETS, back page
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’Baby M’ should go to her father
Court battles for custody of children are nothing new, It
happens all the time in divorce cases.
Hut the battle twer Baby M in a New Jersey supcnor court
is brand new The decision in this case concerns the recent
technological advances enabling parents to become artificially
inseminated and the age-old honoring of legal and binding contracts.
Baby M is the daughter of surrogate mother Mary Beth
Whitehead, who was artificially inseminated with the sperm 01
William Stern. Stern and his wile. Elizabeth. desperately want
children. but cannot have any of their own because it would endanger the health of Elizabeth, who has a mild form of multipk
sclerosis.
Whitehead entered into a contract with the Sterns to hear
the child for a fee of $10.(100. When the baby was born, she
changed her mind and fled to Florida, not collecting the money and refusing to give up custody. Stern, the
natural father of the baby, claims he
has the same rights as Whitehead to the baby and brought her to
court.
The precedent -setting case will be a strong determinant of
the future of surrogate motherhood. If the contract is honored,
it may ciintinue
However. if Whitehead is given custody. it will be a crippling blow to surrogate motherhood. Any surrogate mother
could change her mind when the baby is born, weaseling out of
the contract by claiming. as Whitehead did, that her mother
love prevailed above all, and she could not give up her baby.
So. which is stronger: a legal contract or intuitive mother
love?
Whitehead has no rights to Baby M. She has two children
of her own and knew what she was getting into. She entered the
contract willingly, knowing what childbirth entails and what
her own feelings of being a mother arc. If she felt she could not
go through with it. she should not have signed her name on the
dotted line.
Granted, she is the natural mother of the baby, but in divorce cases, whichever parent is not given custody is usually
given visitation rights. She has said she is willing to let the
Sterns visit the baby, while the Sterns say they would not permit Whitehead to see Baby M it the judge decides in their
favor.
The Sterns saw surrogate motherhood as a reasonable alternative to either adoption or childlessness. hut now find that
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the daughter. who biologically is half theirs. may be wrenched
away from them because Whitehead changed her mind.
The court has a number of issues to dwell upon in deciding
this case.
The first is the debate of parental fitness. William Stern, a
biochemist and Elizabeth. a pediatrician, arc considered uppermiddle -class, well-off financially and supposedly able to offer
Baby M a better life. The Whitehead!, are a sanitation worker
and a housewife and do not have the income the Sterns have. It
may be disturbinu to reali .c parental titnesr. coulddepend on
the income of the parents, but it is definitely expensive to raise
a child these days, and the Whitchcads, who already have two
children. may find themselves financially strained when it
comes time to send their children to college.
The second issue is Whitehead’s mental competency. No
one is saying she is insane or even mildly incompetent. Hut the
fact is that Stern has a taped conversation in which Whitehead
threatened to kill herself and the baby rather than give it up.
Furthermore. in psychological tests made by the agency which
brought the Sterns and Whitehead together foe surrogate parenting, Whitehead was seen as a smothering mother, a woman
whose identity was unhealthily wrapped up in bringing up her
babies.
The moral questions of artificial insemination must be
dealt with by the parents and the surrogate mother. Hut what
this case is dealing with is legalities. Technology has made surrogate mothers a fact of life. What the New Jersey court must
now do is take a major step in making it legal and ironclad so
parents who can’t have babies of their own and view adoption
as a long, hopeless process, can take advantage of science to
have a son or daughter of their own.
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Forum Policy
The forum page offers an opportunity to express views on
important issues.
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write letters to
the editor. All letters must bear the writer’ s name, major,
phone number and class level. Phone numbers and anonymous
letters will not be printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second floor of
Dwight Bente! Hall, or at the information center in the Student
Union.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters for
libel, length, taste and clarity.

society especially when young people try to emulate the behavior of the much admired movie stars.
This is one notion most Indians will not get out of their
heads. When the young people travel to this country they are
constantly warned by their elders to stay clear of Americans because they are perceived as being so forward.
Another image conjured up is that of the crime and violence in the United States. Though not very far from reality, the
problem is heightened and people wonder where the United
States will be in the future. Abusing drugs is another popular
pastime of all Americans, according to many Indians.

Divya
Jhala

ing colors and bright plaids that earn them the reputation of
being those flashy Americans.
But the most interesting image of the United States comes
from the films released by Hollywood. America is considered
the most pcmussive society in the world.
The sexual revolution that occurred in the United States
shocked the hell out of a straight-laced country like India,
where even exchanging a kiss in public is taboo. Ills only recently, with the invasion of Western films (especially from
Hollywood). that sex is more of an open topic in society and in
Indian films.
This influence has been so strong, that Indian movie actresses are following in the footsteps of their overseas cousins
and are having children out of wedlock. Their motto these days
seems to be. "if the man she loves is married, have his baby
instead." This is not a view very much appreciated in Indian

On a more positive note, the single most admired virtue in
the United States is that of the power of the press. Since the unprecedented emergency situation that was declared in India
during the time of the late Prime Minister Indira Gandhi. the
country has lived in constant fear of it occurring again. The
media in India live in awe of the lean journalism that is so characteristic of America, and they try their best to emulate it.
They’re not doing too bad of a job either.
Because the governmental structures of the United States
and India are so different, it’s difficult to know what Indians
think of the U.S government. In the past, relations between
the two countries have been strained becuase of the friendship
between India and the Soviet Union. Hut recently. under Gandhi’s son, the Indian government has made advances in relations with the United States, and their is a lot more publicity
which gives the Indian public more insight into Amcncan life,
which helps to dispel myths perpetuated in the past.

Letters to the Editor
Accord the Irish more respect
Editor.
Hans Ingebretsen’s St. Patnck’s Day story did nothing at
all to enlighten its readers about "Irish ways... It did, however,
do much to perpetuate the image of the Irish and the American Irish as happy-go-lucky leprechauns whose primary goal in life
the shamrock ." Nowhere in the article is the
11 ’drownin
reader provided any factual history about the Irish or why St.
Patrick’s Day is celebrated throughout the world. Unless, of
course, one considers Mr. O’Brians fascinating discourse on
the space of two short parSaint Paddy himself who in
agraphs, goes from pig skipper to religious figurehead of an entire naiton.
The quality of the interview is not surpnsing when one re -

bar stools. [’his type of
1111/0. that 11 1A as conducted iron.
collegiate gonzo journalism is at hest boring and highly insulting when the topic concerned is a racial, cultural and of ethnic
peoples. Hundreds of years of economic, cultural and linguistic
oppression by the English have resulted in a veritable decimation of the Irish nation. That large number of Irish men and
women continue to flee their homeland should be enough to
dispel the image of the "droonken" little people who laugh
their troubles away.
Numerous cultural and historical events were scheduled
throughout San Jose and the Ray Area that week. Celtic history, traditional dance and music, readings from the great Irish
authors and poets, together with workshops on Gaelic traditions were ignored by Ingebrosen, who chose instead to focus
on local bars with their green corned beef and brew. ’There

were also lectures addressing the historical and political oppression of the Irish in Ulster. These lectures were designed to
educate the majority of Americans about the realities of life in
Northern Ireland. Question almost any American about "the
troubles" and you’ll likely hear some vague assumptions about
Catholics and Protestants waging a post -reformation battle
somewhere in the "ould sod."
I realize that it is not possible to present the history and
essence of a people within a few columns. Hut Ingebretsen
could have researched some history of Ireland and the experience of the American-Irish. coupling it with basic understanding of and sensitivity to Gaelic culture. The American-Irish
possess a cultural and ethnic identity as rich and as valid as any.
other in this country, and they should be accorded the same respect.
Alticus Carr
Graduate
Social %% irk

IRA funding crucial to athletics
SO YOU LOST TI-4E
ELECTIONS. THINGS
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Media creates bad American image in foreign lands
Have you ever wondered what people in other countries
think of the United States? I )i you care to know at all?
Well . . . here’s how people of India perceive the United
States.
Holstered by 1111/11ne, portrayed in Archie comics and Su
perman movies, people, not only in India. but in many parts
the East. think life in America is just one big party.
Although we know American culture is quite diverse, the
image most Indians have of all Americans is that of bronze or
copper tans: summery clothes; tall, healthy physiques and that
all-Amerk all nasal accent that is much km simple to imitate.
That stings. doesn’t it? Rut it
shouldn’t. After all, there is so much
VieWPOint
stereotyping done in this country
about others. Why shouldn’t other
countries do the same?
Americans are considered the easiest people to get along
with. From these images, perpetuated by comic strips; fashion
magazines. graphic movies and hot, steamy love novels. people
in India consider Americans to be lazy. happy-go-lucky, and
extremely sex and fashion conscious.
American tounsts are real easy targets in India for all who
have something to sell. Never able to resist a bargain, the much
tamed philosophy of the United States, Americans get badly
taken by merchants. They pay exorbitant prices for something
that is actually quite cheap. For this reason. Americans are the
most welcome tourists in India.
On a less positive note, Amencans arc considered the flashiest and gaudiest of all tourists in India. They dress in clash-

RDNDEXTER-RESIGNED

Editor,
On behalf of the coaches of Instructionally Related Activities sports. I would like to take this opportunity to thank the
student body for their financial support of our programs. The
joint effort of the IRA programs, including athletics and the
Associated Students Board of Directors in last spring’s elec.
lion. was significant.
The effect on these many, diversified groups by the financial support of the A.S. insures the meaning of a quality education for SJSU students. The learning experience for our students extend far beyond the walls of classrooms. For athletics,
the funding has meant many things. It means safe travel to
competition sites. Teams no longer arc forced to drive six hours
on the road, compete, and drive six more hours back home.
Many of our teams no longer have to depend on the good will
of parents to provide food or lodging on our road trips. Teams
are able to schedule important contests and represent SJSU
throughout the state. In some cases, funding was used to upgrade practice and competition facilities, thus creating safer
learning environments.
The outcome of the A .S funding is obvious -- as is the
Student Union and as will he the Rec Center. However, it is the
intangible that perhaps will be the most important. It is pride
the student body will have as they look back at their experience
at SJSU and that they were able to experience Spartan excellence. The insight and vision of the future by the A.S. officers
arc exemplary.
lke efforts of the nearsighted who wish to take from the
university for their own selfish gains and not contribute or plan
for the future cannot be tolerated and should not he tolerated
Rich Chew
Associate Director
Men’s Intercollegiate Athletics
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Why support a new draft?
There have been moves in the Senate during the last
couple of years to reinstate the draft. Sen. F.mest
F. Hollings. 1)-South Carolina, has introduced a
bill into Congress which calls for national mandatory military service of young men in the United States.
liberal senators, such as Gary Hart. 1)-Colorado,
support the bill, while Republican senators, such as Jack
F. Kemp, R -New York, favor volunteer armed forces.
What has happened? Have the hawks and doves confused the issue’? Are the liberal doves arguing for war.
while the conservative hawks are arguing for peace?
Proponents of reinstating military conscription say
middle and upper class America is not represented in the
volunteer Army. ’they say the volunteer Army is made up
of financially poor people, mostly minorities. who enlist
for purely economic reasons. The volunteer Army, the
proponents also say, has a disproportionate number of
minorites due to this lopsided financial breakdown of the
enlistees.
If this trend continues, they say that in a matter of 10
years the Army will be run by totally unqualified people.
The volunteer Army has been around since 1973,
and it had a lot of trouble meeting its quota of enlistees in
the early 1970s, forcing it to accept many marginally
qualified recruits.
There are also many financial reasons behind the effort to reinstate the draft. During 1985. a staggering 20
percent of the Pentagon’s inflated budget went to financial inducements for recruits to enter the unpopular fields
of military service. The Army is now offering bonuses of
$2,000 to $3,000 for young men and women entering the
infantry. With military conscription, this recruiting tactic
would be obsolete.
The Pentagon spends millions of dollars on military
recruiting campaigns. Young men and women getting out
of high school are inundated with military propaganda,
recruiters, advertisements, and media blitzes to get them
interested in the volunteer Army. This multimillion dollar
waste of money would be totally eliminated with military
conscription.
Another suggestion that has come up in the congressional discussion of military conscription is to let young
men who are drafted choose to go into community service
rather than military service. Those who object to military
service could, if they wished, serve their country by
working on state road construction or other state projects
within the United States.

B

tit there are other underlying reasons why the traditional doves have sided with military conscription.
Think about an American military force made
up ot young men from all walks of life. Think about a
military force with the wealthy as well as the ’,ism.
with blacks and Hispanics, as well as whites. Many on
Capitol Hill wonder how willing the generals of our nation would be to send troops into a military conflict if
their sons made up our Army.
The fact is. the sons of the wealthy decision makers
are not part of the volunteer combat divisions of our
armed forces.
If a general is sending men into battle he will think
twice if his sons are part of the forces being ordered into
combat. With military conscription, our generals and
congressmen will have to be damn sure that military intervention is needed, backed by the people of the United
States, and is not going to be a military blunder, before
they send their sons and our troops into battle.
As citizens of this nation, we are all obligated to
serve our country if it calls on us. We should not be obligated to fight in a war we do not ethically agree with.
That is why some of the congressional discussion about
military conscription has centered around alternatives to
military service such as state construction projects We
should have the choice to serve our country at home, in
domestic projects that are not war-oriented.
War is a horrible fact of life. If passed in Congress,
across-the-board military conscription hopefully will act
as a deterrent to military intervention and cause our leaders to seek more peaceful solutions to world problems. If
nothing else, military conscription would save the Pentagon millions of dollars and would take a small dent out of
the national debt.
World peace is an obtainable goal that must he
hacked by much more than rhetoric: it must he hacked by
people who are willing to sacrifice some of their liberties
and freedoms for world peace.
Dan Kier the is assistant forum editor.
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Campus clubs may unite
First meeting of Inter-Organization
Council to determine coalition’s future
By Diane M. Rejarano
Daily stall writer
Club members interested in getting
more money out of A ,stic lated Students,
attracting new members and acquiring
meeting room space should show up at
the first meeting of the new Inter-Organi?talon Council meeting today at 11:30
a.m. in the A.S. Council Chambers.
Due to a lack of support. the IOC
was disbanded last semester, said Marcus Aiu. A.S. director of student services.
The A.S. enacted the IOC in September, but support and interest from the
individual clubs waned and "it soil of
died as the semester wore on," Aiu said.
Aiu would like members of the 170
recognited clubs and organizations to
brainstorm in a short meeting to decide
whether there is enough interest to keep
the council going. Aui said.
The council will be in all -encompassing group. In future meetings. Aui
plans to hold "how to workshops like
"getting funds from revenue sharing.
"using the audio/visual in the Student
Union." and "scheduling events in the
Student Union."
He would like to see the IOC have
the stronger clubs help the other clubs
and show them how to be stronger, he
said.
"With an IOC we could organite

something like .1 club day ." he said
Club day would be a day where all the
clubs set out booths and recruit members
like the fraternities and sororities do during rush, he said
The "club day" plans include having live exhibitions like fencing and
dance while some clubs could serve
food, he said.
Aui said he has the unofficial support of Robert (’rue of the Hispanic Business Association and members of Tau
Delta Phi, which he was president of last
semester.

’If 10 to 20 groups
show up that would be
great."
A.S. director

Marcus Aiu,
of student services

A.S. adviser Jim Cellini has given
his full support for IOC.
"I have never seen (an IOC formed)
anywhere. but I’m sure its real cummon. said Cellini. "les just the first
time at San Jose State. I think it’s real
important for the people at the meeting to
decide what they want the (IOC) to be."
Aiii has reser-Y.0km. about forming

a MN I(X. this semester because -everyone starts to flake. But I think it will
be really great if it could become a reality.
"If 10 to 20 groups show up that
would he great ’
He sent letters two weeks ago to all
the clubs Mid a follow-up letter last week
hut has not received any response
Aui said he votes on the hoard that
allocates money to student clubs asking
for MOD: than 52(X).
Aui keeps office hours every week
and except for the students organiting
the protest march on Sacramento, no one
from any. group has come with a request.
"I talked to (A.S. President) Tom
Boothe about it and he suggested I have a
leadership conference. but I decided we
didn’t need one.- he said. "I felt people
would like the idea of an IOC and that
their needs would be good enough to
draw people "
1Kere is a lack of communication
between the student groups and A.S.,
and the 10(’ can he a forum where clubs
can express their needs, he said.
Students can talk about problems
and do something good for themselves
by forming a new IOC. he said.
Aiu wants to address apathy among
club members, if the new IOC is formed.
because the officers end up doing too
much of the work, he said.

Spartaguide
The New 1nter-Organitation Council will have its first meeting today at
11:311 a.m. in the Associated Students
Council Chambers, Call Marcus Aiu at
277-3201 for information
The Hillel Jewish Student Association will have its Tuesday Lunch and
Learn today at noon at the Canino Ministry Building 11 illel office. Rabbi
Nahum Ward will speak on "Who is a
Jewish Hero?" lunch will be served for
$2. Call Sandra Silver at 294-1011 for
information.
Michael A. Mikita, assistant professor of chemistry at the University of Colorado at Denver. will speak today at 1:30
p.m. in Duncan Hall Room 505 on
namic Effects on N-15 INV:PT Enhancement: A means of exploring opiate receptors."
SJSU Career Planning and Placement will present ’Careers that Speak in
Foreign languages" today at 2 p.m. in
the Student Union Almaden Room. Professionals will discuss how they have
taken their foreign language degrees to
work. Call Deb litogaard at 277-2272
for information.
The Theatre Arts Department will
present "The Future of Music Video
Television" today at 2:30 p.m. in the
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Studio Theater. The event is tree Representatives of
will be present. For
information call Roger Wallis at 2772771 .

wry

Circle K will have its weekly meeting today at 3:45 p.m. in the Student
Union Pacheco Room. For infirmation
call Tom at 269-2350.
MEChA will have its general bodymeeting today from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. at
Wahlquist library Central in the Chicano I.ibrary Resource Center. For information call Carmelita or Martha at 298253 I .
The Theatre Arts Department will
present a special tree performance of
"Richard III" today at 6 p.m. in the
Hugh Gillis Hall Studio Theater. For information call 277-2763.
The Korean Student Association
will present a Korean interest study
group meeting today at 6 p.m. in the Student Union Pacheco Room. Call Jung
Hwa at 942-8661 or 277-3235 for information.
The Sourisseau Academy and the
History Department will present a California history lecture tomorrow at 11:30
a.m, in the Student Union Costannan
Room. James Delgado will speak on
"The Panama Route to the Gold
Fields." For information call Glory
Anne Laffey at 295-1373.
Campus Ministry will have a Bible study
tomorrow from noon to I p.m. in the
Student Union Montalvo Room. Call
Norb Fimhaber at 298-0204 for information.
The Re-entry Advisory Program
will have a brown bag lunch program at
12:30 p.m. tomorrow. Jane Boyd will
You
sneak on " hole Management

account feeeutives
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Gorbachev accused the West of including "a package of conditions and demands on the Soviet Union" in proposals for an arms agreement.

Girl convicted in local killing
Beach ownership questioned

OAKLAND AI’) - A judge found a 17 -year -old girl
guilty of first-degree murder Monday. rejecting defense arguments that she was list drunk to know what she was doing
I he Supreme Court engaged
WASHINGTON I Alai
when she and a friend stabbed a Japanese exchange student in lively debate Monday laser a California homeowner’s
more than 100 times
right to exclude the public from private beachtront properly
Gina Florio of Fremont admitted in chillingly graphic in a case that pc
..es to make waves nation% ide
testimony last week that she and Corey Evan Glassman.
Waxen K Best. a Sacramento lawyer. argued that his
18.
also 17, robbed and killed Junko "Jane" Owaki,
clients James and Marilyn Nollan of Ventura should have a
Alameda County Superior Court Judge Martin Pulich, right to bar people friiitt crossing back and tonh across their
calling the murder of the popular high school student a ’ ’de- property
plorable and senseless tragedy, . issued the verdict in the
"This is their backyard sandbox." Best said. Californon -jury trial iminediately after closing arguments.
nia authorities are allowing the public to come within a few
POO can send Florio to state prison for up to 26 years feet of the Nollans back porch in Ventura overlooking the
to life when he sentences her on April 27
Pacific Ocean. he said
Fl
, who cried last week when she described stabBut Chief Assitant Attorney General Andrea Sheridan
bing Owaki in the throat after Glassman allegedly stabbed Ordin of C’alifomia said granting public access to the Nolher more than 100 times. showed little emotion and rocked Ian,’ beachtront Is "a very minimal intrusion." She said the
state only is creating "a sidewalk by the sea."
quietly in her chair when she heard the verdict.
Ific mothers of the victim and defendant sat across
hhe eventual Supreme Court ruling, expected tithe anfrom the aisle from each other in the courtnkim. as they had nounced by July, could have sweeping impact in either limthroughout the trial, and said nothing. Owaki was the eldest iting or upholding gosenintental authority to impose a wide
daughter of a prominent doctor in Tokyo and her death Feb. range of restrictions on pro ate property.
IS, 1986, was widely reported in Japan.
For example, it could affect developers and their duty
Pulich rejected the defense’s contention that Horn, was to install and pay for roads. schools and recreation areas
. ry
too drunk at the time of the killing to form the n
mandated by the state when it grants building permits.
mental state that would support a first or second degree
the Nollans decided in 1982 to replace a detentwating
murder conviction.
bungalow on their haria Beach property in Ventura with a
Defense attorney William Kesseler, who waived a jury new three -bedroom, twostor house
trial, sought a manslaughter conviction which would have
ffie California Coastal Commission said in exchange
called for a 5 -t0-10-year state prison tern.
for the building permit nearly one-third of the 3.800-square Kesseler conceded early in the one-week trial that his foot property must he set aside for the public tut cross back
client participated in the murder, but called a half-doten and tonh.
young witnesses to support the contention that she was
The commission was created in 1972 to protect the
drunk on the day of the murder.
state’s coastItne as a "natural resource belonging to all the
The witnesses said she’d been drinking whiskey heav- people .
ily at a friend’s hot tub party that day. and Florio described
herself as "plastered’ by the end of the party.
Deputy District Attorney. Carol C’orrigan alleged that
Florio knew exactly what she was doing.
1.0NDON(Al’) -- An anonymous buyer Monday paid
$39.85 million for Vincent van Gogh’s "Sunflowers." a
dattling yellow work the artist once had hoped to sell for
5125. The price was more than tnple the record for an aucW ASH I NGI’ON (API
The Marine Corps. cooperattioned painting
ing with the State Depanment. said Monday it has agreed to
The hid ot 24 75 million pounds. accepted by telereplace all 28 security guards at the U.S. Embassy in Mosphone. came on the 134th annisersary of the birth of the
cow with other Marines as a special precaution.
Dutch artist. Van Gogh committed suicide in 1890 at the
The nurse follows the disclosure that two former age of 37, unable to sell his paintings.
guards die suspected of repeatedly allowing Soviet agents in
The price stunned the packed saleroom at Christie.
the embassy late at night in what has been called a critical
auction (louse. Art buyers and enthusiasts from around the
breach of security.
world had gathered there expecting a record, but not of
Meanwhile. Pentagon sources said Cpl. Arnold Bracy.
these proportions
one of the former guards suspected of espionage, was reChristie’s wouldn’t disclose the buyer’s Identity or
duced in rank from sergeant firr fraternitation with a winnan even the country’ the bid came from, but there were rumor,
while in Moscow.
that the buyer was in Japan. Christie’s had sent the picture
The sources, who asked not to be named, prey iously
on a tour of Tokyo. New York and Zurich_
disclosed both Bracy and Sgt. Clayton J. Lonetree became
’I am 99.9 percent certain it was from Japan,.’ said
involved with Sits-jet women who worked at the embassy .
New York dealer Jacob Haal-Teshuva. who watched the
The sources said Bracy’s reduction in rank came last
auction.
August, but it did not attract any special attention until inthere arc only 10 to 15 people in the world, and the
, estigators began probing I onetree’s activities earlier this Getty Museum, who can afford that kind of money. It was a
\ Car
fantastic price. mind-boggling. Nobody expected it. We
Tlw Marine Corps stressed none of the guards cur- thought the top might be IS million pounds 1530 million):’
wilily posted in Moscow is suspected of wrongdoing. Hut it
he said.
said in a joint statement with the State Department it would
The artist. born March 30. 1853. lived on handouts
replace all guards sometime in April.
from his brother. Theo, an art dealer who had said the
’This measure is precautionary’ in nature and is inmoney was corning from sales of the artist’s work. Van
tended to facilitate an inyestigation of the security program Gogh killed himself after he found Theo’s home stacked
the oatenictit
ml II1P I S 1.111baks
with his unsold paintities

van Gogh nets record bid

Moscow guards replaced

really don’t have to do it all... 1.or intor
nation call Virginia O’Reilly at 2772005.
The Physics Club w I I hold elections tomorrow during its meeting at
12:30 p iii in the Science Building
Room 234 Call Mahboubeh Ghavi at
277-2422 tor information.
’The Electronic Music Project Group
will have its first meeting at I p.m. tomorrow in Music Building Room 226
The group is organized for people interested in designing, building, and programming electronic music devices. For
information call Gary S. Mattingly at
277- 2463.
The Third World Student Coalition
will have an information table in front ot
the Student Union tomorrow and
Wednesday. For infomiation about the
group, call Martha or Cannelita at 29112531 or Perry at 297-0207.
The SJSU School of Engineering
will present a seminar tomorrow at 4
p.m. in Sweeney Hall Room 100, titled
"Advanced Manufacturing and Automa
tion." Tim Karlberg. an advisory engi
neer in advanced manufacturing engineering at IBM will focus on the strategy.
for successfully implementing automation into manufacturing assembly and
test areas.
The SJSU Pre -Law Association will
present a panel concerning
preparatory course, tomorrow at 5 p.m. in the
Student Union Guadalupe Room. For information call Steve Aguilar at 251-7532
or Jennifer at 734-1814.

IsKr

The
Asian-American
Christian
Fellowship will have its weekly meeting
tomorrow at 7 p.m. in Dudley Moorhead
Hall Room 167 hor infiinnation call
Don Chin at 997-7KOM.

Thatcher challenges
Gorbachev’s policies
MOSCOW (AI’)
British Itrinic
Minister Margaret Thatcher challenged
Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev on
Monday to produce deeds that match his
words about seeking better relations
abroad and providing greater freedom at
home.
Thatcher took Gorbachev to task
specifically on human rights and the
withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan.
"We will reach our judgments not
on intentions or on promises but on
deeds and on results," she said of Western leaders.
Gorbachev repeated the Kremlin
position that it wants a political solution
in Afghanistan. where Moslem insurgents have fought government troops
since a communist coup in April 1978.
An estimated 115,000 Soviet soldiers now are in the country.
He said the Soviets are ready to discuss human rights "openly and loudly"
if the debate includes unemployment,
homelessness and discrimination in the
West.
"If we’re going to talk about human
rights, let’s talk about all rights," Gorbachev said.
They spoke at a state banquet in the
Grand Kremlin Palace on the third day of
Thatcher’s official visit.
Thatcher pressed the West’s case
for arms control, starting with elimination of medium-range nuclear weapons
from Europe and restraints on shorterrange rockets.
Her altitudes arc an important consideration for Gorbachev because Hntain
has its own nuclear arsenal and she has
given strong support to U.S. defense

Dateline

Raiders owner
talks tough
Ikvel
SACRAMF.NTO (API
()per Angelo Tsakopoulos says he has
had two meetings with Los Angeles
Raiders owner Al Davis about moving
the football team to Sacramento if Davis
is unable to resolve his dispute with 1.0.
Angeles Memorial Coliseum officials.
Isakopoultis says that before the
talks he called a meeting of area busi
nessmen to discuss "putting together a
package (land and stadium)" for the
Raiders.
National Football League spokes.
man Joe Browne said he is not surprised
Davis is talking to other cities because ot
his differences with the Los Angeles
Coliseum Commission.
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Margaret Thatcher
. . . British Prime Minister
"Instead of reductions in the nu
clear arms arsenals, Europe is being ot
feted a buildup of those arsenals, the de
ployment trf American shorter-range
theater missiles." he said.
was Inn
Gorbachevs reference
statements by U.S. officials that Wash
ington would consider converting some
medium-range missiles to counter what says is an overwhelming Soviet edge in
short-range rockets.
Soviet officials oppose linking the
shorter-range tactical weapons they have
in Clechoslovakia and Fast Germany
with an accord on the medium-range
missiles both superpowers have in Eu
rope.
The Conservative British prime
minister restated her support of President
Reagan’s research project for a space based defense system. commonly called
"Star Wars," which the Soviets con
&win. Western defense analysts say the
Kremlin has a similar program.
Her main thrust in the speech, how
ever, was what Thatcher called "the
most crucial question of all: that of how
to establish greater confidence and trust
between the countries of East and
West ’
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UNLV handles SJSU
Spartans drop opening PCAA series 2-1 at home
By Stephen Ellison and Jeff t ;mutant
Daily stall writers
For basketball tans. the t
V
baseball team were nobodies this weekend as the Runnin’ Rebels, the nation’s
top-ranked basketball team, competed in
the Final Four.
But. to the Spartan baseball teami
and baseball fans alike. the Hamlin Reproved
to be just as tough.
bels
UNLV 118-121. playing its first
road games of the season, capped the
three -game series with a 7-5 victory over
the Spartans 121-121 and ace Anthony

Baseball

Craig Kohlruss Daily stall

photographer

Tiffany Cornelius slides safely into second base against Utah Friday at the first National Invitational Softball Tournament at the Twin Creeks Softball Comples in Sunnyvale hosted by the Spartans.

Spartan team gains respect
at Bud Light Tournament
By John Bagley
Daily stall writer
With a 3-0 vi,I
er Arilonim
State. the Univerwm
Nebraska
softball team claimed he first Bud
light National Invitational Tournament in Sunnyvale on Sunday.
Hut while the C’omhuskers left
with a championship. SJSU. which

Softball
hosted the 16 -team tournameni. left
with wine well-earned respect.
The Spartans. who were not nationally ranked and entered the tournament with a 10-10 record, made it to
the quarterfinals before losing to the
champion Comhuskers.
SJSU coach Kathy Stahan attributed her team’s surprising performance to its winning attitude.
"For the past tew weeks we have
been working on team intensity,"
Strahan said. "This was a national
tournament. They were excited and
really wanted it," she said. "I’m
pleased with the way we performed."
In a sense, the unranked Spartans’ only real job in this tourney was
to be a host. However, the tables

Liking with sonic heads) as
SJSt Wow. eil that it was a contender
(iii Ii Ida> morning. the Spartans
opened the tournament by heating
Utah State 6-4. SAIL then trounced
Adelphi 11-3
In that second game. SJSU
pitcher Davin Hilgenburg said the
Spartans got motivated after an Adel phi home run in the fourth inning cut
the lead to 5-2.
’I threw her a fastball inside and
she hit it out,’’ Hilgenburg said. "That
really got everyone mad and fired up I
settled down. The team hit the hest I
have ever seen today ’
The Spartans, who produced 15
hits, scored two runs in the fifth inning
and four runs in the sixth inning to seal
the victory.
On Friday night. the Spartans fell
in nine innings to Arilona State Umversity. the tourney’s second -place
finisher, by a 2-1 count.
The Spartans’ biggest victory ot
the tournament came Saturday when
they defeated 12th -ranked New Mexico 44),.
Hilgenburg 04-51 went the whole
way to get the victory.
the key, according to Strahan,
was the team’s ability to perform at the

right time.
"We had good m lutch hitting the
entire hall game." Strahan said. "The
hits seemed to come only when a runner was in scoring position. They are
playing great...
However. Strahan’s optimism
was short-lived as SJSU was eliminated from the tourney in its next
game.
Against Nebraska. the Spartans
saw a 3-2 lead turn into a 5-3 loss
when the Comhuskers rallied with
three runs in the top of the seventh.
Other teams in the tournament
were: the Unversity of California,
Northwestern, Arilona State, Santa
Clara. UCI.A. Utah, UNIN, Central
Michigan, Oklahoma State, Oregon
State. Kansas and Pacific.
Strahan was pleased with the
three-day event, which featured 80
games under the stm-drenched skies.
’Everyone w as lust so excited...
Strahan said ’t hc weather was terrific all week Fserm team I have spoken with wants to come back next
year.
"I don’t know how we will run it
next year. We might have to has,: a
lottery for schools wishing to participate," Strahan said.

Telford on Sunday. Telford 15-4) struck
out 12 in nine innings, but yielded 12
hits and three walks on the way to surrendering five earned runs.
Sparked by Inc Nelson’, RBI double and Fernando View’s iv, ii-run single,
the Spartans had scored three runs in the
sixth inning to tie it at Inc. But the Rebels came back with one in the eighth
and another in the ninth, while reliever
Bob Ayrault held the Spartans in cheek
to cam the victory.
The Spartan, were paced by Viera’s
three hits and two RBI Brian Fisher also
had three hits coming oft the bench.
Saturday. the Rebels combined
clutch hitting with power pitching, and
overcame a Spartan threat in the bottom
of the ninth to win 6-5.
Rebel shortstop Tony Aquino col.
lected four RBI, including the game winner, and Greg Roscoe collaborated with
Bob Maitia for Ill strikeouts.
But, Spartan coach Sant Piraro telt

his iCdfll should have won lie was 11ibl) upset that the Spartan, didn’t score
in the ninth
"It was just a case ot me being disappointed," Pirarmi said. "I mean, we
were in a position to win the game, but
we lust couldn’t get the big hit.’
imice Latham led off the Spartan
ninth with his third single of the day and
Monte Brooks Caine in as a pinch runner.
Rebel first baseman Brian Arnold misplayed a hard shot by punch-hitter Brian
Fisher, allowing Brooks to take third.
Chris Lasaca luilluuwed ivith an infield
single scoring Brooks.
Al this point, with runners at first
and third, it looked as it the Spartans
would tie or win the game But Hob
Straight struck out and Vicra slapped
into a game -ending double play
Latham led the Spartans with three
hits and two RBI.
"I was seeing the ball real well
today." Latham said. "I was lust waiting for a fastball to hit. I’m pretty happy
with the way I played, but the loss kind
of puts a damper on it.
In the series opener Friday. Viera’s
eighth inning RBI single up the muddle
was the game -winner as SJSU broke a
4-4 tie, en route to its dramatic 5-4 victory over the Rehels.
The Spartans received outstanding
pitching efforts from starter Dan Archibald and Telford in relict
Archibald breeled through the
Rebel batting murder for the test sesen innings. At one pnnt. the minor righthander struck out eight consecutive hatters Ile finished the night with I I strikeouts, ss hilm surrendering eight hits and

two walks
Hut the hard-hitting Rebels caw
back with three run, in the eighth to tie
the score. Singles by Childress. Dave
Sturdiv ant and Aquino loaded the bases
With Joe Felix due up. Piraro called
a conference at the mound. Leading 4- I.
and with Telford, the nation’s strikeout
leader warmed up in the pen. it appeared
Piram would lilt Archibald.
"My mind was 90 percent made up
to make the change." Piram said. "But
he was still throwing good. and I respect
(catcher. Rick) Rayford., and Archibalds opinion. They felt he could still
get the job done."
Archibald also thought he could retire
"Coach asked me how I felt." Archibald said. "I still felt gmx,d. I just
gave it my all. Unfortunately, one big hit
is all it ever takes.
Felix nailed Archibald’s second
pitch iti the base of the wall for a three run double.
Telford. who started his SJSU career in relief, came on with the tie-breaking run on second and struck out the next
two batters to retire the side.
Peters led off the UNI.V ninth with
a triple. but Telford’s blacing fastball
and sharp-breaking curve ball were
enough to retire the last three hatters.
"I didn’t like giving up that lead-off
triple," Telford said, "but I had to bear
down and throw strikes. The guys had
played too hard to lose the game."
Offensively,, the Spartans were led
by Rick Anderson’s two-run triple in the
sixth and a successful double steal in the
second inning by Greg Banda and Erie
Nelson.

Stockman leads SJSU to 6-3 win
By Jeff Goularte
Daily staff writer
The SJSt1 women’s tennis team defeated Fresno State 6-3 Saturday, avenging an curlier season loss to the Bulldogs The victory was the Spartans’ first
of the year in the IAA (1- II and their
fourth straight os still (7-61
\ isser was exSJSU coa, h
cited about the s im tin m
hq,
is
in
"It was a
for us." V isser

Tennis
said. "Fresno is trash civilly our arch
rival, We’re playing hotel now and our
improvement shows, especially our ( improved) confidence.
"Shelly (Stockman) really was the
difference today. last time (Julie) Frasier heat her soundly. Give credit to
Shelly: she played an extremely tough
match today...
Stockman,
top -seed, was
defeated I-6. I-6 by I-raiser in then
meeting on March 4, and she had re
venge on her mind Saturday at South
Campus
"1-n:snim’s our big rival and I was
really pywhed up for the match." Stockman said. "I wanted to put her (Fr:mei
in her place."
Stockman started quickly, taking a
2-0 lead. But Frasier was up for the challenge and soon led 5-2. At this point.
Stockman changed her strategy.
’ I was playing too tentatively...
she said. "I let her take control of the
match. so I decided to play more aggres.
sively and make her heat me The more I
put pressure on her, the mom errors she
made "
Before Frasier knew what had happened to her, the inspired Stockman had
effectively used her strung serve, passing
shots and deftly placed lob, to win the
first set 7-6.
Early in the second set, a distraught
.Frasier began questioning Stockman.,
)inc calls Initially. Frasier just stared
and mumbled at Stockman whenever a
close call was made. Later, frasiei
began-calling halls that appeared in, out.
drawing Stockman’s ire. Finally. Frasier
walked off the court seeking hi resolse
the line dispute between the two
After a five minute discussion be
tween the coaches and players, a lines
1104101104104

advertise
277-3171
64.41.40410maiseimasmeimeisPmem

men was appointed to referee the match
and play resumed.
"She’s entitled to have a linesmen:
it’s a good tactic." Stockman said. "I
just kept my concentration and tried not
to let it bother me.
Stockman trailed briefly iii the Second set, hut came back to win 6-4. It was
a hig win for the senior, whir is just now
playing up to form.
’Everything is just starting to come
together.’’ Stockman said. ’I’ in starting
to gain more confidence in my game."
Visser said Stockman wasn’t the
only Spartan to perform well.
Everyone played well today. especially Kristen Illilldebrand)." Visser
said. "Shelly and Whitney (Clarke) also
played well in doubles."
Ifilldebrand. playing at No.2 for the =
first time this season, bree7ed past Fres- no’s Stephanie Richards 6-1, 6-0. Jeanme
Miller and Pat Vallee also

won their singles matches for the Spartans. Pasley-Miller defeated Rene ’la them 6-3. 6-1 , while Vultee beat Stephanie Brat/6-3. 6-4.
In doubles action. SJSU won two of
the three matches to secure the victory.
Stockman and Clarke consistently used
lobs and shots down the middle to beat
Frasier and Tathem 6-3. 6-4.
But. Hilldebrand and Vultee had to
endure a three -setter in hot, windy’
weather before they emerged victorious
5-7. 6-2, 6-3.
Visser hopes the win will inspire the
team in its upcoming matches
"I hope this win will give us some
momentum going into a series of tough
matches... Visser said. ’’The girls
should take all the credit for the win
today, it was all them today."
SJSU , next match is a rematch
with Santa Clara Wednesday at South
Campus.

Bret J Polvorosa Daily stall photographer
Spartan pitcher Jeff Knopf, right, along with teammates Mark Dover and Tom Huller, congratulate Monty
Brooks after he scored a run in the bottom of the ninth in Saturday’s game against UNI.V. Brooks’ run wasn’t
enough for a Spartan win, however, as the Rebels held for a 6-5 [’CAA win at Municipal Stadium.

ASIAN SPRING FESTIVAL 1987
JAPANESE ANIMATION NIGHT
Tonight, March 31st
Umunhum Room 7-9pm
Animate your day! Draw yourself into the
fascinating world of Japanese animation from
the exclusive collection of Cheryl Blaha. See
Vampire Hunter"D", and Urtisei Yatsura (Those
Annoying Aliens) in their entirety! FREE
ADMISSION
c.41:71Its

CULTURAL DAY
Wednesday, April 1st
Amphitheater/Upper Pad
llam-2pm

pt
1

us

EVERYONE WELCOME!
Funded by Associated Students
Sponsored by the Asian American Studies
Department at San Jose State University
For more information call the Asian American
Studies office at (408)277-2894

The pregnancy test for your
eyes only.
Private, portable, and easy to read, e.p.t. Plus."
can tell you if you’re pregnant in as fast as
10 minutes. And in 30 minutes if you’re not.
You can use it as soon as one day after a
missed period. e.p.t. Plus, a fast and easy
way to know for sure.

t ao, p.,,o,,ory Tool
TeST niT
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II)US
IASI weeks Associated Students general election resulted
in students voting against a repeal ot last year’s $8 student fee
increase. Students also voted for a proposed on -campus record
store.
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Of the 2,668 students who voted on the proposed fee repeal, which would have lowered A.S. fees from $114 to $10 per
semester, 71 2 percent turned the repeal dour’
The main person pushing to establish a re,ord store on
campus. Paul Moms, said he would now ask the A.S. board of
directors to consider the proposal.
The Responsible Alliance Party won all 20 positions in
last week’s A.S. general election by margins ranging from 30
to 99 percent.
Michael Mclennan, Terry McCarthy and Victoria M.
Johnson. all belonging to REAl were elected as president,
vice president and controller respectively.
lining Fourth and San Fernando streets with parking meters will endanger the safety of custodians because they will be
required to park m the university’s parking garage, claimed 26
SJSU custodians in a recent letter to the Spartan Daily.
SJSU Manager of Parking and Traffic Operations, Henry
Orbach, said the custodians arc angry because they will have to
pay for parking in the garage.
Sports sociologist Harry Edwards said Friday that sports
in America has to be racist because American society itself is
racist.
As part of the Afro-American Studies Department’s art
and lecture series. Edwards addressed a sociology class and
said black athletes are exploited by American sports.

Sports
Mike Perez, SJSU quarterback and a possible Heitman
Trophy candidate, said the possiblity of winning the award
doesn’t head the list of his priorities for 1987.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM Enhance personal & pro,
tessional growth as Volunteer Intern In world renowned local
program
Coun.ling. support
.rvIces. admin data processing.
public awareness, fund-raising.
etc BI- & mono-lingual. all mators. grad & undergrad Expert
encl. from clerical to post -grad.
Intro-lo-extrovert WE NEED YOU
Near campu
ICEF PO Box
952, SA 95108.0411 290-5055
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now’ Save your leeth. eyes
and money too For information
and brochure see A S
call (000) 371-6811

Office or

AUTOMOTIVE
Sklp at 379-3656 996-0796
69 VW BUG,1011 new factory
lires,eats.etc maintai? ned receipts. 11500.766-8730

COMPUTERS
WE

4510.
$1195 PC-COM. computer & scans.. 404 S 3rd St . corner of
Son Salvador. 295 1606
cep, Visa or MC

earn per wk equal $235 FT (40)
earnings per wk *mai $470 No
imp Is needed because of our in.
tensive on ihe lob treeing program Good math A reading skills
ant plus Some evening & weekend positions are svollable &
some fleolbility is allowed during
final evens In stallion, If you
qualify. corporate .holarshIps
are awarded. Internships are pos.
gibe, & you may earn 7.3.4 credos qtr or semester During your
winter. spring A especially sum.
roar Ill
lull Iron work is avail
Call today for Into & en interview.
or call Mon -Fri. between lOarn &
2pm 275.9885 11151. live Is busy.

We ac

FOR SALE
FUTONS. CREATE YOUR own living

1978

Three members ill the A S Count:II resigned Wednesday.
bringing to 16 the total number of resignations this school year.
Only eight of the 20 council members elected in last year’s
election remain. Four of the resignations have been of presidential appointees.
the most recent resignations were those of Councilmen
Marcel Miranda, Nathan Price and Wally Honjiyo.
A.S. Vice President Edna Campbell said she is "truly
sorry to lose Marcel."
"He’s been one of the most active council persons all
year." she said. "He’s helped to promote a lot of council’s actions and been a really hard worker,’’
Miranda said in his letter of resignation he is resigning for
personal reasons.
Campbell said Miranda "had a valid reason" for his resignation but declined to comment on it.
Price in his letter of resignation said he no longer has enthusiasm and interest to serve on council.
Campbell said Price, an A.S. presidential candidate last
year who was appointed to council by A.S. President Steve
Wright in October. "Just seems to have lost interest."
"He lives far away and has a full-time job and I guess between that and school he just got burned out." Campbell said.
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SJSU students and faculty registered shock over the attempted assassination of President Ronald Reagan and the
wounding of three other men Monday afternoon.
Instead of watching the usual soap operas, students and
employees gathered around the tele% ’,ion set in the Student
Union to monitor the president’s condition, while others
watched television sets, or listened to radios in other campus
buildings.
Classes went on as usual, although the word of the shooting traveled quickly throughout the campus.
President Reagan was in stable condition in George Washington University Hospital Monday afternoon following an attack on a Washington D.C. street which wounded a police officer and a secret service agent and left White Pre.. Se,.retan
James Brady in critical condition.

oh companies Part-time. easy
hourS, meetly paychmks S7 to
$15 hourly commission, complete
training provided Greet expert
enc. for your resume R C SMITH

PART TIME SALES. Resume and writ
log .rvIce, extollent commissions Bay Are. mosl *marlenc. Student discounts Career
Center .1 243-4010.
PART TIME WAITRESS needed for
evenings and or weekend* Call
Mac at Minato 998-9711
PHOTOGRAPHER

Williams)San Jo. 296-6161 10.
Discount on futons w ad

for young adults who
want a career in the MODEI ING
profession Call Howard for tut
her Into 773-4096
RFD F YF It eager to Inter-yew for an
oast nem PT in our Crelffidge &
Sunnyvele Mall Stores Will wort

YOU

CAN
DEL TA

OWN
NEW GRAND
10-epeed tor less Iran
$85 MHC Iticyci. See. often1
low-cost transporlatkvo needs for

the student All soles final 30 day
guarent. Days 942-7736. Eves
793-4780 ask for Joe

HELP WANTED
ADVERTISING. MARKETING ASSIS
TANTS. Me office duties tor
local mmhanical contractor Pd time 65 ht sled Immed, 280-7400
HIRING.
CRUISELINES
Carew, Good Pay
Summer

AIRLINES

Travel

Call tor guide, cosset..
morseenrke, (916) 944-4444 x20
DRAFTER WANTED Work pert time
till summer, then full time all summer If you can lay lead call Carl
at 797-7980
DRIVERS POSITIONS" Part timeAvls
Rent A Car Is now accepting ap.
plications el 11 s San Jose Airport
location Please apply I 1455
N F Airport Blvd between Sam
and iipm. Monday through Friday
EARN A CAR. 5 sates Hyundai to
sales saber. 15 sale. BMW 325
Flat -rate long dist (415)456-6200

own
sale.

SAI ES,

prosperity -earn
plus additional

Map your
$240 per
incentive

payment We offer complete line
of education*, products We offer
tree video training For an Inter
Mew call Mr lased el 241-3295
OPERATORS
PROC
EXHAUST
NEEDED at VARIAN Full tirm,
weekend shift (Friday Saturday.
Sunday, Monday) Requires U S
technical orients.
citizenship.
lion and good record keeping
skill. Call Lir st 14,5) 493-1800.
Oaf 445
FEDFRAL.STATE & CIVII SERVICE
JOBS 816,707 159 148 yr. now
hiring Call Job 11110 1 518459

around school schedule, but
must be able to open 2 morns a
vri. Non-smokers Interested in
the excitement of gals high MO.
Ion clothing Nora at 277-3907
Full
OFFICERS".
SECURITY
time pan time. all shifts We will
train Apply in person Mon ’Fri
gam-4pm. 260 Meridian Ave
Jose. call 286-5000

km Earn up to St1 per hour Pan
ID.. Use your lercellent integer
and nention back
/MOM to supervise individuto
weight loots programs Positions
wettable In Me South Ray are.
C. Andrea alone al 260-100
NIJTRISVSTFM WEIGHT LOSS

depending on skills and *open once Hours flexible Apply by
4 1 87 In the Student Activities Of.
lice, CAE Bldg .217-7187
TF1 EMARKFTING
full part linte

START

TODAY

Fatale hours
commIssion
$4 hr to elan
national carpet cleaning
bonus
company is looking for enthusiastic persons to help eopand Its Bay
area operation
0720

Call

now

986.

HOUSING
HOUSING. Neer San
Jose Stale for students Don I
hese* parking, walk to school
tree utilities, monthly disc Fully

AFFORDABLE

color n/ VCR and
wrvice Shared or
single rooms available Office 71
N 5th Si . call 996-0234
turnIshed.

ROOM FOR RENT FernaN Acrms
trrn SJSU Lrg cred roe Avail 3.
2547. 5130 mo. ulll tree 3548117
ROOMMATE WANTED ASAP.. WIllow
Gan duplex 1brInn turn , laundry
utll & do
included 33751,0
posit Nice area, great person
Ray

298-5524 559-0232

aft

8.
STUDIO APT. 2 miles NORTH of campus $425 mo has extra ref Istu
Call 798.
dy bdrm for on.
8647 2719909 or 1.800-87441200
need pool time
starting in May
Also

meager

SUMMER RATES NOW’ large 2 bee
apt *nth 1 DIg baths Campus one
Work $650 mo Security bldg Cali
7076316867.0812 Make Fall rots

peentiei Call 370-9090
PAINT AMERICA" Student painters,
tull time great opportunity Cell
now. Chuck al 292-0730 SASS hr
TIME RETAIL

sal P"

551-553 S 6th St
0989 7874077 after 5pm
SINGLE OCCUPANCY
only

293$450

PERSONALS
EXPLORE YOUR POSITIVE FUTURE.
First -Class metaphysical counseling Is excellent Mr finding life tit
rffition and purpose, vocational
deep self-knowledge,
triffisillons.
lite
relationship compatibility, and
profound Insights into life dynem
ics and your souls poth I have
Probe. In private practice as

guidance.
careen

fessional PsychIc Consultant and
*oboe/ger since 1970 and use
vast array of t.hnique In sarVA single .saion does
the lob-arnazffigly rapid, effective
and practical $15 hr. $4630 min
Reterenc.. Carol Wtills. MA Call
14081 731-911010. eppentment or
lobe placid eels. mailing list for
Lectures workshops classes
FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to
itce with sincere handicapped
lasting
man Wont to establish
reietronstni Pease call Brian at
2984308
Stressed
FLOTATION RE I AXATION
our", Come to tr. only Mosta
rturn in Northern California imagine yourself Hooting on a 30..s.line solution Your body forgets
The muscles that
the water
usually hold you against gravity
can now Let Go’ TM eoperenc
Is like floating in spac Results,
Total muscular relaxation You
come away from the experience
feeling you’ve been ...Honing
tor week In Maui Call now for Information or better still, ma first
time floater. call for an appoint.
want and bring this ad for 25.
fiost for $30 TRANdiscount
OUlt ITY PLACE. 445 Washington
St . Sonia Clara C (408) 2437200
GIRL S WAKE UP. This lacy poke’ You
chance to go to
actually have
the Sammy Pledge Dance with the
macho hunk stud RAY RIVERA

Gene Mahoney

Good Clean Fun
IT WAS HORRIOLE
EL SILVADAFRISCII/A,

YANKEE FIELleopThs
wo-CoNTINUAILY,TTACk0
/

HELICOPTERS?! klaJ-ILIWITI

-11I-1- CLOTHING!
YERH,UH, ACTUALLY
HE’S IN THE &WAIT
INDUSTRY!

A COINCIDENCE!11FATH-1
ER 15 A CETENSECONTRV
OR tilROSFECOLIZES IN-

-T-7^n
Pi

holiday mlebrallons
For information call Hiller at 2946311

dancing,

INSTANT CREDIT" NO ca. cht.1.,
No interest charm.. You ere eligible. Unlimited credit Ills, with ell
color catalog. VCR aweiry and
more FREE inforrnelon pease
write Nelonal Home Shoppers
Bolt 90359. San Jose, Ca 95109
MY AO IS DIFFERENT. I’m nice, at’
tractive guy Blonde hair, blue
eyes. 21. am witty & athlete lam
hard time meeting
shy & Plane
sincere gffis. especially Asians I
enjoy nature. WI. MUSIC You re
pretty. honest & lonely like me
Together we can share fratelship

CONDO style. t bedroom Aval.
able tot mature par son Long term
peeved Must b enencielly responsible, clean, puke and sober
only 551-553 S 6th St. 293-0989
one Spar 9450 SINGI F OCCUPARC,/
1020

DECORATOR

IMMO"

/MAIN

keley (415) 526-4957. 841-5036

Home On The Range

ELECTRONIC DE
EF IF a Is that
SIGN PROJECT due and you have
no resources for ideas or whet to
SRI Electrones is corn-

HEY 13011 -

ELECTROLYSIS

’4’, 4 I
CLINIC."

-

Ten
The

(408)2444907 5401
BARE IT ALL’ Stop shaving, waxing,
tweeoing or using chemical dominion.s laf me permanently re
move your unwanted heir (chin
bikini, tummy, moustache, etcl
15 percent discount to students
and faculty Call before June
1967 and get your nrsi appl et 1 7
price Uri/mantel Hair Disappears
Wen My Care
Osern Chem.
RE
559-3500.1645 S Bascom
Ave WC
Mak Tod. Gone To -

Glee crpianation reasonable UN1 & multhe
nate stalislic
IRS Reeeerch
Assoc . (415)3494407

DATA ANAI YSIS

EARN FREE I INGERIE by having
party Si your own home 01041 for
bridal showers, birthdays, end
fund relates Call 276-0600
EDITORIA1

SERVICES

RE -writing

,ifile "
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KEYS MADE, LOCKOUTS opened rekW/Mg. locks & Madbolts in.
stalled master keying Call 9 00
to 600 Mon t hru Sat (Sun by
appt only) liceneettbonded-rno
bile 10n. discount on 1001 ialth
thIs ad Special ales for .ntor

.:

i
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is.....

Classified

citizens. SJSU students. stel &
faculty FREE eelimates ’EMERGENCIES ANYTIME’ Call Ron
Hughes. Evergreen Locksmith &
Security Services, 270-3271, San

A

Jose All work 9...ate.
PROFESSIONAL WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by SJSU grad Cherish

perienced. pro...atonal word processing
tapers
Moses,
resumes, offic overllow, mailings.

10400
St 50 page,
minimum
charge. $5 Avamble moven days
a week Call Tom al 292-4096

newsletters Student Discounts
Guerant.d work Only 10 min.
ut. from campus Words and
More (Penes) 923.7610

APT FOR RENT 2 term A 2 blhs Locat. at 555 S 10th St Rent
5560, call 297-7554

’BEST"PAPER when wan, word.
proc.sed it’ Professional typIng
editing of your term papers,
theses, letters. whatever Guar.
ante. excellence Experienced

your priceless memories forever
Budget and deluxe packages
10
available Complimentary 8
when you mention this ad For

word pr..... dependable
lest and svelte. N F San Jose
Coll 751-0449

Paul

appointment
Smith Photography al 258.1329

ACADEMIC

AND
PROFESSIONAL
word processing PJ’s Word Processing Service offers quality,

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel formerly of KSJS
You ye got the party, wive gol
the music. Michel Productions
wide variety of music
provide.

PROFESSIONAL

guaranteed work Experienced In
term papers, thesis, group p o
acts, resumes, manuscripts end
letters Only minutes from campus Call PJ 10923-2309

or your wedding. party, or dance
at ’easonable tees Call Desin.
XI Phil al 249-2820 432-5333

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING -923
8461 2011. STUDENT DISCOUNT

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK
KUZIRIAN Distinctive portraiture
with
.nsitive touch A variety
of pert/ages to choose from, all

All formats LAP*, MLA. Turablen.
etc (end group protects welcome
Free spell check and disk storage

reasonably priced Ry appoint.
melt 14081 2594411

Iton typist Standard and micro
cos.. trenactiptIon Word pro
ceasing instruction available 910
5
Mon 41-1
By
appointment

Experienced thesis and publIC

TYPING

Chrystal 923.8461
ACCURATE,

ACHIEVEMENT,
ACKNOWLACCOUNTABILITY,

AAAA- ACCURACY

EDGE...FILE In typing the tops
Thanks
trust Tony 796-7087
SI 50 per pep double spaced
Available .ven de. weekly
Quick turnaround All work guar
ante. Thanks
LASER
PERFECTION.
AAAAH
PRINTER typeee quality output
Word processing al Ha best Have
done Own master thesis Fop..
enced in resumes, letterv, theefl
protesslonal back-up & group
prolectil No lob I. small or too
large Reasonable Call Barb* et
928-4370 TODAY,
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time E

WORD

BEARABLE

PROCESSING
Term papers, theses. book menu
scripts r.urn., cover letters,
mailing list* etc Minor editing

discounts
Sante Clara

Quick

typing of reports and
2874442, if no amt.,

PROFFSSIONAI

PROCESSING
Reports,
theses, group protects resumes
APA
speck/11y Quick return on
all Preer
All work guaranteed
Per page and hourly rates Alma-

bie space. $1 85 page typing A
fun prootteading Campbell area local pickup A delivery 866,69E0

manuscripts,
correspondence.
etc Will ald in grammar spelling punctuation For prompt, 7 day

elk tor

A -PLUS TYPING 12 years eoperience
1 2 block from bus bide Rapid
turnaround Selectric II A Epeon

TYPING 12 00 page. return. $5 up
minimum charge 55 We use IBM
compatible, Wordstar word processor and letter quality printer
PC.COM, 4016 310 51, corner or
San Salvador On. bkxk from
campus Call 2952606
WORD EXPERTISE Word ProcessIng
the.. dissertation manuscript
English French Spanish
(40111)
3714220

nffinuscripts. Ism transcription
end will meet all d.dlines Hourly
rotes Work guaranteed Jam at

Access Data. 291-4962 Teresa

REASONABLE
RATES"
Santa Clara area Call Pottle 744
5633

2661 (Sento Clara) Further
ins with referral discount.’
PROCESS IT WRITE" Faculty and stu
dents can rely on accuffite
timely production cd newsletters,
reports, resumes. publications.

last turn around available Students receive discount with ID

Yet
Inexpert..
735-8845 (Sue) Sunnyvale

dependable service al AFFORDA
Ri F RATES" Call Pam at 247.

FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING.
All types of papers, an kyrroths
51 60 pogo typing & speffing.d.,

APA forme. term pope thesis wet
corned 10 years typing word pro
ceasing sop l otter quality print.
Ing Very competitive ratn and

F xperienced

age. SPEL CHEK, punctuation and
gramme, essistance
All work
guaranteed Proliy.lonei. quick

den Branham area Free dila stor.
ea
PROF
STENO
TYPING
SERVICE at 764-4504

TERM PAPERS
RESUMES’. Need
help, Call SOS’ Word Processing Spell Check Intl., Ouat
ity Printers Resumes 110 copies
oncl , Cover letters
Entre..
Photocopies
choice of peps,

TYPING."

group pre.., trianuale, the.s,
diesertalions. etc All academic
formats
AEA Free disk slot

WORD

DAYSTAR

ENTERPRISES PROFEStyping and business
SiON1
services Fast reasonable end
near university Call 14061 2924047

744

ACCOMPLISHED
AWARD WINNING typist’ IP mlnutes from SJSU 10 yews opert
once typing research papers,

251.5942

Fast teelionable and near
university Call (408)1914047

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
academic. Maine., regal word
processing needs Tenn papers
reports resumes, cover letters,

please lea. message
FOR

SUCCESS

dent faculty
turnaround
5925

BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL, Two
ringer typing got you down, Then
call Gall at WORD OR TWO for

LINDA

Morton 766-9446

Ices

FREE SPE) CHEK, copy edit of re
guested), proof, disc swage Stu

days week Academic, business
and personal typing welcome
Call 365-1012

CALL

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE PROFFESSION. typing & business sent

dtscoonly Call U5. Dion Business
Communications at 968-1602

theses & dissertetions (Campbell,
APA 3rd rod ). screen
plays, resumes. cover &follow-up
letters manuscripts (books articles, anon sanest, transcription

Bi OSSOM
HILL SANTA
TERESA
AREA fast accurate typing and
word proc.sIng Vallable .ven

quality
theNS

assist w grammar, vocabulary,
sentence
structure
Term research papers (APA. ’reamers,
Campbell), also resumes cover
let Legible copy please Students
end acuity welcome Willow Glen
area, easy lo !mete Call Mrs

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING Term popes, rinserOh papers.

avaiMble Free disk storage Satistxtion guaranteed Call Nils
(leave message) 267-2149

Emotes atonal student typist and sktlied
word processor Depends.e and
fast, Perfect finished dOCUmehts

from laser printer (no lapel,
whiteout. etc 1 Si 50 pet peg.
Cali Sharon at 356-2717 (To my
repeat clients. cell to reserve time
tor your protects before end.of semester rush is on.)

WORD PROCESSING. Stud.ls. Instruct... smell business Tenet
pow.. Meals resumes men.
uals, dissertations mass malting.
spell

for

Check, etc
Reasonable
rates Cali K & R Desktop Ser.
ices al 774.7E11 I (mead pick up

PROFESSIONAL EDITING Of term papers. theses, and este/Dation.
Pee. call 554-8650

WORD PROCESSING’ rem papers,
reports. air
Students. tamely
Fast. accurate Convenkffit

RESUMES" DIslinctive and Professional We write and print you a
stone presenting your quertke
noes In ray that gets you the
lob inner quellty laser prInong

PEE s

reopen., Nave message
Pamela at 260-1871

SECRET/MAI

EDITING WORD PROCESSING 266
9448 Former English motor, can

A delivery

non off 1290 Leigh Call Linda tor
rates at 998-0764
TYPING AND SECRETARIAL
SERVICES Fast accurate wort.
ovellable We. days week Lacer. In the Blossom 14010.0ffil

Cover tellers and envelopes also
avail Reasonable rates Student

Tare,.... Call 365-1017

all

Print Your Ad Here
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Ad Rates

accepting patients for FREE
ernInetions & treatment, aspen of
a ...eh proact II you have
had low beck pain for more than
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’ SJSU to host discussion
of MTV programming
VIDEOS, from page I
competition," Wallis said.
MTV is still on top, now they just
have some compel akin, Wallis said.
There have been highly -publicized
controversial issues involving MTV’s
criteria for choosing what goes on the
air. Wallis said.
The products advertised on MTV
reflect who the target audience is --mostly young and affluent teen-agers.
As a result, the advertisers dictate
MTV’s programming, causing them to
show videos which cater to that market.
Wallis said.
Wallis also said that MTV has been
criticind for the type of videos they
show. For example, not many black art -

’MTV is so big. They can
pick and choose the
videos they want to play.’
Roger Wallis,
chair

ists are featured on wry
Theatre Arts students recently conducted a study of San Jose area high
shool students and concluded that the average teen-ager watches two to three

hours of MTV a day. Wallis said.
"It is these kinds of issues we will
he discussing All sides of the issue will
be addressed because all sides will be
represented." he said.
Scheduled members of the panel include the following:
Bob Hosfeldt. president of Gill Industries,
Frit7 Kasten, vice president, international and corporate development, for
Windham Hill Records.
Dean Aht, research associate at
Opinion Research Corporation in San
Francisco.
Bay Area rock artist Greg Kihn may
be able to appear if he can get out of the
recording studio for the day. Wallis said.

Weekly jazz concerts begin
with noontime performance
ML’S/C

Joe Gosen Gaily

stall photographer

Scandinasian musician Viekko
cnainen entertains a crowd of approximately 30 people by squeezing
out ntelodies on his accordion. The noon concert took place Thursday in front ofthe Music Building,

Accordionist seeks respect,
gets small turnout for concert
ACCORDION. from page I

One reason for this is the accordionist can play met
said Dave Snider, a practical SJSU voice iiiajor and :maid
ish , rhythm and hass at the same time, ems can the pianist.
winning accordionist
Both instruments air thus kci ideipt.ible. he said.
With an audience capacity of 545, approximatch 515
the accordion is also s crs portable
people missed the opportunity to listen and watch Athena’
"You can’t carry a piano it itliyou. Molinari said.
nen play Bach, Scarlatti and Bizet on the lap organ.
Ahvenainen played on one ot lb accordians handmade
Ni, polka. jai/ or waltz accordion standards were aiw
by a Russian craftsman named olkovich
the Stradivawhere to he heard as the Scandinavian Ahvenainen plased
rius 1 1Iw accordion
thc lap organ in the Music Building Concert Hall.
It is the only Volkoyieh accordion in the west, AhveAlthough the accordion can handle complex classical
nal nen said
pieces with precision, it remains primarily a tolk instru
Ibis sophisticated accordian has 120 bass and chord
ment, said John Molinari. American accordianist.
keys on the left-hand side and 14.5 keys on the right. The inAhvenainen’s performance at SJSU was arranged
strument has It scales which can be played simultaneously,
through Snider’s connection with Molinari.
he said.
’traditionally, the accordion plays tolk songs
Irish.
Ahvenainen’s lightning -fast fingering and rhythmic
Greek, Jewish, Italian
from just about any culture you
manipulation of the accordion was technically and stylistican name. Ahvenamen said.
cally amazing. He manuevered complex classics with agilThis may help to explain the accordion’s greater popuity and appeal.
larity in Europe. he said
The adaptation of the Bach organ fugue. "I’relude in E
Audiences in Furope are less diverse than in America. Minor," to the accordion was especially successful. The
Ahvenainen said
little lap organ handled the resonant bass and somber melMolinari agreed "When you play in Finland. your au- ody as sonorously as would its ’chime. the standing pipe
dience is all Finnish. when you play in Italy. they’re all Ital- organ.
ian," he said.
Ahvenainen’s inclusions of the Texas folk song
America’s mixed vulture makes it difficult for tradi"Home on the Range." and the Civil War songs "Dixie"
tMnal folk music to appeal to everyone, Molinari said.
.and "Battle Hymn of the Republic’’ were appropriate.
"The only common musical expression in America is
Ahvenainen has toured Germany, France, Italy, Holrock’n’roll," he said.
land and Belgium, as well as many other European counthe accordion is also primarily so, ial instrument. It tries SIncc 19W. he has also 1 requently played in the So.
is used to bring people together .

/

throughout the steps of the experiments.
Hicks said.
When the animal care facility is renovated, other departments IllaN ht’ able to
incorporate animal experiments into the
classes they offer.
Instructors within the Nutrition and
!hod Science Department have one ..fiss

in which they are considering using animals.
"It would be LI reeding experiment
involving young rats. They would be led
breakfast cereals so their growth rate
could be observed." said Kathryn
Sucher, in IACUC member from the
Nutrition and Food Science Department.
A majority of nutrition literature is

Four prize-winning poets
read work at local conference
POETS, film, pm:,
"I think that’s how most people get
started," he said. "You don’t just say.
’OK. I’m going to be a poet.’ It’s something that evolves."
Al Young, a writer who has written
novels and poems. is now working on a
screenplay on the life of jazz musician
Charlie Parker.
Young. a graduate of the University
of Michigan. said that creativity is everywhere.

based on animal research Students who
are involved in experiments learn how to
design animal studies. 1 his helps stu
dents who want to pursue nutrition re
search because it’s laboratory -oriented.
she said.
Even it renovation plans for the am
mal care facility do go through . space is
a problem The School of Science now
controls the space, and the decision to let
more departments use the facility will
depend on officials within the school.
said Martinet

"Writing allows us to enter magical
zones. We all have creativity, and it can
be extended into everything. The computer programmer has to be creative. The
hanker has to he creative, too," he said.
"All you have to do is try."
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Move up to a luxury 2 bedroom, 2’ 2 bath condominium in
downtown San losethe financial, professional, and
cultural center of the valley. And the commute is terrific!
Gourmet kitchen nook w balcony, microwave
ovens, dishwasher, breakfast bar
Wall-to-wall carpeting. ceramic tile entrt mini blinds throughout
Washer and dryer
Security gate and phone intercom
Private decks and landscaped courtyard
Units pnced from ’114,990.
I
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"If you’re playing Beethoven you
can’t do that," Sabanovich added.
The majority of the Modern Jaz/
Ensemble has been playing together for
nearly a year. The improvement in the
band, individually and as a group, is obvious. Sabanovich said.
The hand members’ use of dramatic
elements such as loudness and softness,
and whether a note is accented or played
short or long, has progressed. Salient,
vich said.

UncoverYour
True Potential..
Place an ad
in the
Spartan Daily.
277-3171

TAKE A SLICE
Whole or Slices of
Homestyle Pies. Over
20 Varieties,

Freshly Ground
French Roast
Coffee and Other
Specialty
Coffee Drinks

Large
Gourmet
Sandwiches

Delicious
Homemade
Soups

Free Delivery
With Purchases
Of S50 or More

24 HOUR
COPY STOP
kinkois

Stuffed Baked
Potatoes and
Quiches
Ice

One E San Fernando St
Between 1st and 2110
2 Blks From Campus

Great copes. Great peepie.
481 E. San Carlos St
Between 10th 8 1 1 h
295-5511

SJSUseeks funds for animal labs
aNttfat

frtMl

Jar, Ensemble is a Big Band. it employs
LI small group improvisational approach
to music, Sabanovich said.
Improvisation demands that musicians achieve a high level of the art of
iistening and responding tel what is being
played around them. It demands excellent musical proficiency, Sabancwich
said.
"Improvisation gives (musicians)
the freedom to bring their own personality and creativity into the music." Sabanovich said.
Because jazz arrangements are generally more open to improvisation, musicians aren’t restricted to playing a particular composition the same way every.
time. ’they can interpret a piece differently each time they play it. Sabanovich
said.

Cream Sundaes
Milkshakes, and
Homemade Cookies

S,Peetz
971- VIE
M F 7 30am-6 30pm
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Spartan Bookstore
has the new
MacintoshTM SE
Both configurations available
for immediate delivery
,1-..’,
’43
Choose from:
Dual Floppy Drive system: one megabyte of
RAM and two internal 3.5 inch 800K floppy
disk drives.
Hard Disk System: one megabyte of RAM, 1
internal 3.5 inch 800K floppy drive & 1
internal Macintosh 20SC Hard Disk,
The Macintosh SE is an expandable Macintosh
Plus that is compatible with most Macintosh
software and offers the following features:
68000 Microprocessor
One megabyte of RAM expandable to four
megabytes
Internal SCSI hard disk OR second 800K
drive
Seven built-in ports including
- SCSI interface port
- external disk drive port
- sound port
- two serial ports
Macintosh SE-Bus slot for expansion cards
Apple Desktip Bus peripheral connection
Accessory access port
Compact design with 9" screen display

Macintosh SE w/ 2-800K drives
(keyboard sold separately)
$1760.00 or
$79/mo.’
Macintosh SE w/1 -800K drive
& 1-20 meg. internal
$2272.00 or
hard disk
$102/mo.
(keyboard sold separately)
Macintosh Plus

$1399.00 or
S63/mo.

Apple keyboard

$88.00 or
$20/mo.

Apple Extended Keyboard
(avail. May)

$156.00 or
$20/mo.

.in
Apple and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
The power to be your best" is a service mark of Apple Computer, Inc.
financing through AppleCredit Card available No downpayment nectiisary
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